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Introduction
Life marches on and with it, inevitably, comes change. E.g.1 – We now have a Committee. In my view
it’s settling in and doing a grand job in managing the Society affairs, but model railways is why the
Society exists and whilst we make gradual progress with layouts, we do need to continue to be
adaptive and to look to the future, so e.g.2 is recognition we may start long-term planning for a new
layout, as noted in the Committee Minutes – see ‘Notice Board’. E.g.3 - we recently reviewed the
EBMRS Web page and found that a quarter of the links presented are no longer valid! – see ‘And
Finally’. These are all examples of opportunities to be involved in some way, regardless of the
modelling items required for our current projects. And there’s plenty more change in Club Notes!
I try to include variety in these updates, but this time the Members’ Matters is dominated by my selfindulgent 30th anniversary account of my last big RailRover. My apologies (honest), but I hope you find
something of interest therein! Maybe you have your own experiences to share in a future issue?
In this issue:
Club Notes: Model Rail, Family, Dave’s fashion show and more
Layouts: the latest updates for each
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Members’ Matters: Alan Cooper; Here and There, Around and About, and Paul Moss: Little Salkeld
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
And Finally: EBMRS web page

The Picture
Heathfield in 1961, with an unidentified GW Pannier between shunting. Picture is Copyright Mike
Roach, to whom I’m grateful for permission to reproduce, and to Keith Jenkin of Cornwall Railway
Society for his assistance. Heathfield was on the line from Newton Abbot to Moretonhampstead (a
heavy influence for Cheriton Bishop), which is straight ahead beyond the brake van. It was also the
junction for the Teign Valley line to Exeter via Longdown, the supposed junction for our Cheriton
Bishop line, which branches right beyond the signal box. It’s interesting to see it’s laid out as a
double track junction when both lines were single not far beyond the box. The siding to the left
served Candy Brickworks. The line exists today, terminating here, with the platform too.
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CLUB NOTES
Model Rail magazine
I hope you all managed to get a copy of issue 235, it was great to see Cheriton in Model Rail and I
think they did a great job showing it at its best.
Family
Nigel and Claire have a new addition to their family, Robin James, so our congratulations and best
wishes to them all.
Busy
If you haven’t seen much of Dave for a while, here’s a glimpse of him working in the club room.
Dave’s wearing a de rigueur builder’s off-white polo shirt, flared at the hips, a fetching knee-length
pair of shorts, one sock longer than the other and a pair of steel-toe-capped boots. The ensemble is
completed with a work belt, with duck-tape and sawdust embellishments.
What you actually see, of
course, is Dave putting up the Dexion brackets (that we had thrown out last year!) so that we can
store the new trestles at arms’ length off the floor.
The next two pictures show the beams and trestles on test in
Dave’s yard, which gives an idea of the set up. The baseboards
will rest upon the beams, and the trestles have an adjuster at
each side for lateral height adjustment. The trestles may also
come in handy for use as a spare ‘table’ when needed.

This approach was designed for Finchley, but has developed into having further beams for use with
Sutton and we aim to use it for future layouts too; we should find it light and easy to move, and
layout levelling should be much, much easier. Cracking job, Dave!
Shows – EBMRS & Others
Dick’s usual source for printing programmes is not available so printing is now more expensive – do you
know of anyone who can print up to 500 programmes cheaply, or maybe know of someone who would
be prepared to sponsor in exchange for an advert?
We shall soon need to resolve who will attend the TADRail show at Wing in October, which should be
something of a test run for Cheriton going to Erith in January – we aim to use Jim’s and Michael’s cars
for transporting the layout.
We still await news of Sutton’s potential invite to Romford in April.
Other points of interest
We are trialling Doodle as a means of co-ordinating events, so for example one can post a trip to
Warley Show and others can indicate if they are going too, with a view to joining up to travel. We
are also setting up a trial Facebook EBMRS members’ page to post items of (rail) interest.
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
We occasionally touch on train movements
across the North London line and know that an
A5 was sent to the GN from Neasden for trials.
Bern has turned up this picture of 69814 at
Kings Cross in 1960. He writes: “In 1960 it was
drafted in as a potential replacement for the
L1s on ECS duties. The L1s were too lightfooted and used to slip to a standstill hauling
the heavy sleeping car trains over Wood Green
viaduct. Unfortunately the A5 also failed, but
through lack of cylinder power. They didn’t
slip, just came to a grinding halt. I think they
reverted to two L1s in the end. It is said that Peter Townend (Top Shed) favoured trying out a GW
42xx 2-8-0T but the civil engineers raised concerns about clearances – or was it just a ruse because
they couldn’t countenance having a GW interloper at Kings Cross!!”
It’s interesting to note Peter Townend was also Shedmaster at Hitchin prior to Top Shed, and we are
grateful to Dave Tierney in Australia for that snippet.
Jim has been working through control panel changes for Finchley, and here is the power box with a
few kilos of electrical equipment inside, probably from a National Grid sub-station. It’s better than
having all that weight inside the other panels, and nice, tidy bit of work.

Actions list:
We now have all baseboards with cork laid, and some of the pre-built track for the fiddle yard has also
been put in position. Whilst marking up the track alignments we noticed the track gaps at a crossover
looked a bit narrow, and a check revealed it to be at least 5mm too close. Some investigation
showed the issue to be within the Trax track planning software. Good though it is, it has limitations,
and in this case despite setting the track gaps it set points too close when joined heel to heel. Bob
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was very restrained and has been working through making corrections, and in the meantime I checked
other potential issue areas and found another 3 that will need to be addressed when we reach the
opposite end of the fiddle yard. Quite a humbug – measure twice and cut once was never so true, but
in this case I think it needed more than twice!
Another small issue has been the initial test join of two fiddle boards to align tracks – we found there
was a couple of millimetres gap caused by just a small ‘ripple’ in the board edge which has required
filing and sanding to resolve, so that is something to look out for on the remainder.
Baseboards
 Finalise and test trestle arrangements.
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed; Jim is assessing/starting work
 The workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have stepped up, but don’t
just leave it to them - there will be some of the more straightforward aspects that could be
done by anyone.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock, and we need to consider the robustness of the fixings.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to fit the pre-built track and infill the remainder.
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions have been determined. Items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Jim has a plan for the lighting assembly using LED strips, though the details of type and number
are to be determined. Its attachment to the layout has been considered by Dave Sutton (this
has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 We still need to obtain a good station sign print – options to be explored.
 Platform buildings are complete but require painting. There will be a few outbuildings needed
for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice addition but may not be practical; it is
very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley requires building, with the final
positioning of buildings to be considered.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
The issues experienced at Erith were finally resolved, the main issue turning out to be part of a point
motor switch which had been arcing to extinction – what a task that was to find it! – well done Jim.
Bern removed some signals earlier in the year for
maintenance and damage repair, and these were
recently restored to the layout.
Jim has been working through the control panel
switches for the signal operation variables and is
recording the controls on his PC program – see picture.
It’s been quite a task, partially because Bern & Jim
have to remember which way round the wires to the
layout go!! But they are making good progress with
that.
Even better, the first servo has been tested on the
Branch Advance Starter, which is great to see. It
includes controls to vary the speed of the pull and
push for the arm.

Actions list:
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced at some
point (Dave Sutton has a plan), but they remain
usable for now. Dave is also progressing the new support beams.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly.
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too.
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CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton will be attending TADRail in October, so during September it needs erecting, cleaning and
testing.
Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun. Jim’s wife has agreed to assist with the curtain.
General Maintenance
Producing a ‘Quick Guide’ for the layout’s assembly.

AYLESBURY TOWN
With Robert and Nigel having new families it has fallen upon Alastair and Michael to hold the reins at
the club. Michael has nicely weathered some of the existing code 40 track, and the team has
progressed the fiddle yard plan some, with the north end to be finalised. They have also been
working on an updated action plan to maintain some progress.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning to progress this.
Trestles
 For storage we are considering hanging the legs on wall brackets. Dave Sutton has something
that should be appropriate, so we need to test its suitability and practicality.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end to be agreed.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section; Michael is volunteering to make some.
Future elements:
Electrics
 DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. To be debated.
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unless stated
2017
4-Jul
11-Jul
18-Jul
25-Jul
1-Aug
8-Aug
15-Aug
22-Aug
29-Aug
5-Sep
12-Sep
19-Sep
26-Sep
3-Oct
10-Oct
Sat 14-Oct
28-Nov
26-Dec
2018
Sat 27-Jan &
Sun 28-Jan
Sat 17-Feb
Sat 28-Apr &
Sun 29-Apr

Alan Cooper
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Activity notes

Committee meeting (Date TBC)
Cheriton test & clean
Target for newsletter 22
Pack Cheriton away
Collect all Cheriton requirements for picking up Friday 13 October
Cheriton to attend TADRail, at Wing.
Nominal date for AGM – to be agreed
2018 Show programme to be finalised and printing arrangements made
Target for newsletter 23

Cheriton Bishop at Erith Model Railway Show
EBMRS show
Sutton at West Essex Model Railway Show, Romford (TBC)
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Organiser

Event

01-Jul
06-Jul
08-Jul
08-Jul
11-Jul
15-Jul
15-Jul
25-Jul
27-Jul

Rail tour
RCTS-MK
Model event
Model event
RCTS-H
Collectors event
Model event
RCTS-W
Stev. LS

03-Aug

RCTS-MK

12-Aug
19-Aug
27-Aug

Model event
Model event
Railtour

28-Aug

Railtour

30-Aug
31-Aug
06-Sep
07-Sep
08-Sep
09-Sep
12-Sep

STS
Stev. LS
Railtour
RCTS-MK
NLRHS
Model event
RCTS-H

15-Sep

Railtour

16-Sep

Model event

18-Sep

Railtour

The Yorkshireman, Kings Cross to York 60103
On & Off the Footplate, Bill Davies
Hoddesdon model railway show
March model railway show, Whittlesey
The West Coast Main Line, Bernie Holland
Train Collectors Society, Milton Keynes
CMRA modellers' Day, Watford
New England's Railroads, Massachusetts to Main, Reg Harman
Eastern & North Eastern Regions, Ray Schofield
Thrills & Spills - A Career in BR Operations and Beyond, Chris
Blackman
Silverfox DCC model railway show, Milton Keynes
Northampton model railway show, Cogenhoe
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS Kings Cross -Scarborough
THE EASTERLING Kings Cross - Ely - Great Yarmouth & return
60163
Funicular, Cog, Rack and Mountain Railways, Ray Schofield
The Hitchin South Diaries – 1906 to 1968, George Howe
THE SCENIC CARLISLE EXPRESS II Bedford - Carlisle
Railways in a Cornish Landscape, Stephen Gay
London Overground Present & Future , Sam Russell
Brambleton model railway show, Harpenden
Railways as seen from a cruise ship, Dave Carson
THE MOORS AND DALES EXPRESS (Day 1 of 4) Victoria - Whitby
60103
Kettering model railway show
THE MOORS AND DALES EXPRESS (Day 4 of 4) Scarborough Victoria 46233
Scalefour model railway show Aylesbury
Enfield Whitewebbs model railway show
THE YORKSHIREMAN Victoria - Bedford - York 46201/46233
Railways in a Cornish Landscape, pt3, Stephen Gay
Jo Lock fair, Hertford
Northamptonshire Railways, Pt 3
From Royalty to Railways, Jack Boskett

23 & 24-Sep
23-Sep
23-Sep
26-Sep
27-Sep
27-Sep
28-Sep

Alan Cooper
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Model event
Model event
Railtour
RCTS-W
Collectors event
HMRS
Stev. LS
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Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory
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MEMBERS' MATTERS

Around and about; here and there: All Line Railrover 1987
As a very keen trainspotter in the seventies and eighties it was a relief to start work in ’78 and earn
money to travel further & get those elusive cops from far flung places, as well as travelling the
network.
I joined the Rail Enthusiasts Society Ltd (RESL) which organised a lot of mammoth shedbashing tours (albeit mainly coach-based), occasionally travelling overnight and included stopping off
at stabling points at 3am! I signed up for three, week-long, Scottish railrovers during the mideighties, and my railrover crescendo before settling down domestically was a fortnight’s UK railrover
in the summer of ‘87, inclusive of the third of my RESL Scottish tours. Oh, what larks!
All the pictures here are from the trip.
I spent weeks planning the routes I’d like to cover, and come the day, in my holdall I had my camera,
tripod, film, notebooks, wash bag and a minimum of clean underwear. And for good measure I took
the (enormous) GB timetable book with me! It wasn’t a light bag.
Saturday 25 July 1987
To maximise my ticket I wanted to start just
after midnight, so I caught an evening bus from
Biggleswade to Bedford to get the DMU to
Bletchley.
The first hiccup, and I hadn’t
even started my rover yet – Sunday engineering
works meant no trains to Milton Keynes, so a
bus replacement was forced upon me.
85023, 86401 and 85035 at Crewe

Sunday 26 July

Blanche crossing the causeway at Portmadoc

But I was in time for the 00:33 with 86231. I didn’t
bother with sleep, change trains at Rugby for 86422 to
Crewe, 87018 to Birmingham in time for the 08:45 DMU to
Portmadoc, a 4 hour journey and time for some rest.
46443 and 7819 were seen at Machynlleth for the
Cambrian Coast steam trains. At Portmadoc I changed for
the Ffestiniog Railway, and the train to Blaenau was
hauled by Blanche (I also saw Mountaineer) before
catching the DMU to Llandudno, and more DMUs to
Chester then Manchester Victoria. At least there was a
loco for the train to Liverpool, with 47477, then an EMU
to back to Birmingham in plenty of time for the 23:48 to
Edinburgh with 85029 as far as Carstairs.

DMU Class 150 128 at Chester
Class 47 631 and 31 166 at Manchester Victoria

Alan Cooper
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Monday 27 July
Arrival at Edinburgh was a bracing 05:05, with spare time enough for a ride out to Bathgate and back
on a DMU before the 07:25 HST to Newcastle, then a procession of DMUs to Carlisle, Lancaster (4 hours
via the Cumbrian coast, what a great journey that is!) seeing 850 at Carnforth, then Shipley, Bradford,
Guiseley, Ilkley, Leeds and York. An hour’s respite then an HST back to Newcastle before the 23:00
sleeper to Kings Cross with 47657.

DMU 53951 and 54235 leaving Barrow with the 14:54 to Carlisle

47 715 below Waverley's cliff face

York - HST 43098 at the rear of the 21:26 to Leeds, and DMUS
144002 (empty) and 142074 on the 21:37 to Harrogate

Tuesday 28 July
Arrival at Kings Cross was 05:10 and I had a leisurely couple of hours to stagger down to the tube to
Paddington where I breakfasted on a burger and milkshake (!) before the 07:00 HST to Cardiff. Arrive
at Cardiff for the 09:00 DMU to Barry Island and back (seeing steam loco 2859 at Barry), then another
HST arriving at Fishguard Harbour at
13:20. The same HST works out at 14:10
Unidentified class 37 with a coal train near Barry
and it’s the last train of the day…. I have
50 minutes to get lunch, there is nothing
at the station and the town is 2 miles
away. Up a hill. I give a moment’s
consideration and set off, walking as fast
as I can and occasionally jogging; hunger
can drive a man! It’s a warm day too and
when I get to the town I am already hot &
sweaty; I find pie & chips and start back,
already checking my watch and wolfing
the food down. I walk quickly, check my watch and start running. I check my watch and I re-check
the timetable. Still no trains after 14:10, and from the hillside I can see it in the distance. I try
thumbing a lift but it’s useless and I resort to running, in the sunshine, with a heavy holdall, after 3
days with little sleep. I need regular rests, but keep at it and approaching 14:10 I am still about a
quarter of a mile away, but the train is still there and I plug away, getting to the platform at about
Alan Cooper
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14:14. Dive onto the train and it departs 1 minute later, 5 minutes late. Oh thank goodness! Has
anyone ever appreciated so much a train being late? I am dripping wet and my feet and legs are like
rubber, but after 20 minutes I am relieved, have had a freshen-up and feeling ok. Phew! I change at
Llanelli for a 2 hour DMU ride to Pembroke then the very same DMU to Bristol, taking 4 hours! The
21:40 HST got me to Paddington with just enough time on a taxi dash to make the 23:50 from Euston
to Liverpool with 86237.
Wednesday 29 July
Arrival at Liverpool is 03:34!! I stayed on the
train for a while but inevitably got ‘the
wanders’ and walked around until the suburban
services started – I catch five of them around
the central Liverpool circle (twice, about half a
mile for each train!) before settling on the
07:24 to Bidston for the DMU to Wrexham
Central. A quick walk to Wrexham General and
a DMU to Chester, from where I needed to get
to Manchester but there was time to fit in a hop
to Helsby and back. Onwards by another DMU to
Wrexham General. Class 156 52245 and 57245 with the
Manchester Oxford Road and a walk to
08:54 to Chester, and 47 277 on a freight train
Manchester Piccadilly. A couple of hours
relaxing on another DMU to Buxton.
Peak Rail still existed here then, though

37683, 37686 and DMU 52060 on Buxton shed

I saw only Jinty 47406. So back, to Stockport thence an
EMU to Crewe and a cracking evening ride to Cardiff
behind 37426, with my head out of the window for much of
the journey (picture a dog with its head out of the car
window!) Not long before another DMU, to Bristol, and
an HST to Paddington.
Here I had the enjoyment of
304033 leaves Stockport with the 16:05 for
50012 and 50031 on the 23:59 to Plymouth, but I don’t
Altrincham
remember much of that as I caught up on some sleep.
Thursday 30 July
Plymouth was reached at 05:17, but no
time to rest before the 05:35 HST to
Taunton, then another HST to Bristol and
33057 to Cardiff. Only a 6 minute wait
for an HST to Swansea, then back on the
DMUs; 2 hours to Milford Haven, 1 hour
to Carmarthen, a hop to Llanelli then 3
and a half hours up Central Wales to
50031 and 50012 at Plymouth having just arrived with the 23:59 Shrewsbury. Phew again, but great
from Paddington to Penzance
scenery! Onwards to Wolverhampton
thence Euston and once more on the 23:50 to Liverpool with 86234.
Alan Cooper
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Friday 31 July
Back in Liverpool at 03:34!!! Feeling tired, I stayed on the train a bit longer this time. Some hanging
around and then a short walk to Liverpool Central for the 06:02 EMU to Ormskirk from where one can
catch a DMU to Blackpool South. I’ve only ever been to Blackpool once, and this was it. I walked the
back streets from the South station to the
North station, grabbed a sandwich and caught
the 08:30 DMU to Preston, without even seeing
the beach! DMUs once more, to Leeds,
Scarborough, Hull and Doncaster and then an
HST to Peterborough and an EMU back to
Biggleswade at 18:17.
I had 2 hours to get home, have a bath, change
clothes etc before the 20:17 EMU to Kings
Cross. Time for a short trip on the tube to
Victoria, on to Clapham Junction for an hour,
back to Victoria, tube to St Pancras and then
the 23:20 HST from Kings Cross to Edinburgh,
via Wakefield & Leeds.

55832 and 55809 arriving at Scarborough

Saturday 1 August
Edinburgh at 06:30 and day 1 of the RESL-organised
week of the fortnight, a shed-bash tour of
Edinburgh and Glasgow from 07:30 with about 30
people on an old coach driven by a mate of the
organiser.

47702 leaving Waverley for Glasgow

Sheds and stabling points were: Millerhill (view),
Haymarket (permit), Mossend (view), Motherwell
(permit), Polmadie (view), Shanfield (view), Shields
Road (permit), Cowlairs (view), Eastfield (permit),
31447 and 317343 at St Pancras

Grangemouth shed, with 37107, 47209, 20208, 37021
and 37263

Alan Cooper
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Glasgow Works (view), Grangemouth (permit),
Thornton Junction (bunk) and back to Waverley
for an evening train to Haymarket and a hotel for
the night.
Sunday 2 August
This was to be the last year of Scottish Railtour
holidays organised by RESL as it was all turning
over to DMU operation, and this was reflected in
the itinerary. Previously a schedule had been
calculated to travel about 99% of Scottish rail
routes in the week, but this schedule was much
more relaxed and so I took the Sunday as a ‘free
day’ to travel back into northern England.

I caught the 09:35 to Newcastle, but realised that
the HST would be diverted where I wanted to go
anyway, so stayed on board until Eaglescliffe (via a
freight line). From here it was DMUs to
Middlesbrough then Grosmont and I took the
chance for a couple of hours wander around the
NYMR station and shed before travelling onwards to
Whitby and the same DMU back to Middlesbrough.
It was then a DMU on the coast line to Newcastle,
supposedly in time for the 21:16 back to Waverley,
but the day’s engineering works was throwing train
37012 on a coal train at Eaglescliffe
times out. I had a choice of catching a delayed
HST or waiting for the 21:16 which had a class 47.
I chose the loco-hauled train and because of the ongoing delays I then missed my connection – and the
tour group - at Waverley.

44767 heading to Pickering, near Grosmont

Class 143 DMU at Middlesbrough, with the 17:04
to Darlington

Alan Cooper
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I had about 5 hours to wait before the first train of the day to Glasgow Queen Street at 04:40, and I
can tell you that Waverley station benches are both cold and very uncomfortable, and neither is an
aid to sleep. I remember the station waiting room being full of tourists sleeping on the floor, but at
least they were warmer than me.
Monday 3 August
Thankfully the 04:40 was on time, with only 10 minutes to catch the train to Fort William from
Glasgow and meet up with the tour party. This was another ‘relaxed’ day, so those of us that wanted
to, travelled from Fort William to Mallaig and back – twice – and to Bridge of Orchy and back to Fort
William behind class 37s before another hotel for the night.

37423 (right) and 37412 arriving at Bridge of Orchy on the
19:10 to Fort William

Trolley 68503 at Bridge of Orchy

Tuesday 4 August
A relaxed breakfast and then out for the 10:05 to
Mallaig (for a change!) and a 2 hour ship ride to
Kyle of Localsh and then the 15:50 to Inverness,
for another night in a hotel. Only two trains on
the day, but very relaxing and the trip around
the coast is wonderful. At Kyle our tour leader
(Dale W Fickes) donned a kilt – he hails from
Bradford!!!

37415 at Kyle of Localsh

Unidentified 37s and a 47 on Inverness shed

Wednesday 5 August
Another relaxed breakfast, and time for a visit to Inverness shed before the 11:35 to Thurso. We were
delayed at Helmsdale waiting for a failed train, which gave a good photo opportunity (see next page)
In previous years we had caught a bus to Wick for the return, but not this time and we simply
wandered into town for food and then posed for the obligatory group photograph (also next page)
Alan Cooper
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Yes, that’s me posing in the front! Then the 18:02 back to Inverness.
Arrival at Inverness was in plenty of time for the 23:40 to Perth, and so we had (barely) used 3 trains
on this day.

37421 with failed 37415 arriving at Helmsdale

37420 and 'yours truly' at Thurso

Thursday 6 August
A nice early change of trains at 3 am. On a previous tour we’d also stopped here at about 2:30 am
and decided to see what was at the stabling point behind the station wall. We only had half an hour
or so, and about 8 of us literally jogged up the street to see the handful of locos. It was a picture to
see the look on the faces of the police as they drove past in their patrol car, I think they were too
surprised to stop and ask what we were doing. It was then a ‘figure of eight’ tour - onwards to
Waverley, to Queen Street, to Aberdeen, back to Inverness, and back again to Perth at the slightly
more social hour of 19:30, all with class 47s. Here we caught an evening DMU to Markinch for a hotel
stay for the night.
We’d stayed at this hotel on a previous tour and ate at the local chip shop, my first visit to such an
establishment in Scotland. Here is an approximate transcript of that first visit:
Alan (upon spying the small size of the fish): Two bits of fish and a portion of chips please.
Scottish Piscean Purveyor: Ye wha’, pal?
Alan (speaking carefully, almost pidgin English) Errr…two pieces of fish and one portion of chips.
Please.
Scottish Piscean Purveyor: Eh? Yewannafishsupperrrr?
Alan: Eh?
Scottish Piscean Purveyor: Yewannafishsupperrr? Feshanchaps man?
Alan: (now trying not to sound too much like Donald Sinden): Errr….Yes. Fish and chips. As the fish
is small I thought I’d like two pieces. Please.
Tour translator, in stage whisper: A fish supper is two bits of fish and some chips!
Alan: Oh!.......A fish supper, please
Scottish Piscean Purveyor, now laughing: Sheesh! Disna ken a fishsupperrr eh??
(It was delicious, by the way)
Friday 7 August
A sensible start time of 9 am for the DMU to Cupar for class 47-hauled trains to Dundee then to Queen
Street. We hadn’t time to travel all the way to Oban, but went to Loch Awe with a class 37, a DMU
(the “Mexican Bean” – see photo) back to Crianlarich and another class 37 back to Queen Street for
tea-time.
There was then a bit of EMU-hopping out to Yoker and back to Glasgow Central for an EMU to Ayr and
back and then the late train to Carlisle via Kilmarnock with a class 47, arriving just after 1 am.

Alan Cooper
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37423 on a freight through Ardlui

37402 and 37178 at Crianlarich
The Mexican Bean, 53424 and 53434 at Crianlarich

Saturday 8 August
And so began the last day of the fortnight, which was to be another ‘do it yourself’ affair. There was
a couple of hours on Carlisle station before the 03:47 to Carstairs and onwards to Motherwell with
different class 86s, and time to plan the day. I caught a DMU to Hartwood to travel a little-used
curve, then into Glasgow for the 08:10 south, to Stafford, spending more time planning my last day.

Carlisle in the early hours! 81011, 26023, 40122 and
47650

20021 and 20113 passing Stafford on a freight working

An EMU to Wolverhampton, an 86 to Birmingham and a DMU to Cardiff, then a short trip to Newport
with a class 33. I still had 6.5 hours of the ticket left, and caught HSTs to Swindon, Gloucester,
Bristol and Paddington in time for the 22:35 EMU from Kings Cross to Biggleswade, finishing just over
40 minutes before the ticket expired.
I staggered the mile home and had a damn good sleep, and my sweaty socks put themselves to bed too
– phew!
Alan Cooper
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In summary, the rail tour was 14 days, 3hours and 30 minutes. More than 8,100 miles. 3,261 train
numbers. 132 trains, 4 inter-station walks, 4 tube trains, 3 buses, 1 taxi, 1 ship and only 1 bath.
My diet was mainly burgers, pies, fish and chips, chocolate and crisps, washed down with Irn-Bru and
milk shakes. What a way to live – it was great fun!
For interest, my two-week ticket cost me £199 thirty years ago, the price of which has now risen to
£745 and is no longer valid on a range of rush-hour services. Although you can buy an All Europe
ticket for the same price which IS valid on all services!
Here’s a nerdy summary of the trains I noted, and was hauled by – you can tell my last job was as a
Management Information Analyst!
LOCO
Diesel
03
04
08
20
25
26
27
31
33
35
37
40
42
45
47
50
56
58
59
HST
Electro-Diesel
73
Electric
81
82
85
86
87
90
Departmental
Industrial
Steam
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DMU

1st Gen
7
100
2
101
121
104
51
105
2
107
22
108
20
110
42
111
6
114
1
115
163
116
3
117
1
118
4
119
201
120
15
121
16
127
5
128
1
206
75
207
2nd Gen
3
141
142
9
143
1
144
18
150
48
155
19
156
1
2
3
23

799

EMU

Scottish
1
303
194
311
20
314
4
318
24 Eastern
95
312
10
313
5
317
14 Midland
7
304
47
310
30
507
8
508
12 Southern
19
411
7
415
9
416
2
421
1
423
1
455
488
14
492
70
29
32
140
2
2
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Passenger
35 HST passenger
8
Sleeper
8
15
Brake van
Mail & parcels
2
5
Motorail
14 Exhibition van
Departmental
18
13
6
19
4
8
2
4
7
14
1
1

1290

PLANT

103

486
192
113

Ballast
Tamper
Rail vehicles

17
27
8

183
240

Crane

17

Trolley
Snowplough

11
15

Miscellaneous
Road/Rail vehicle

5
3

3
2
71

Haulages
Class
Trips
DMU
HST
47
37
86
EMU
85
50
Unidentified
87
33
Steam
Tube
Total

29/06/2017

Miles
53
1992
17
1825
11
1145
14
1065
9
993
20
374
1
297
1
223
2
78
1
55
2
50
1
14
4
8
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 2

Here’s a mini, pictorial update on Paul Moss’ Little Salkeld layout. As you can see it is heavily into
the scenic phase now. The photo on the right shows where the platforms are to be installed (in the
distance on the left photo).

Do I see more Wickes trestles under that baseboard?

Alan Cooper
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
The section from the Oxford line to Bletchley is now going through Land Registry assessment to
identify land owners, but expected consultations were deferred due to the General Election
announcement.
Great Northern & ECML route
No news this time around, but here’s a reminder of the old order – a class 105 DMU on a Hitchin
service at Biggleswade, circa 1985 when the electrification work had been started. When fully under
way the electrification train was stabled in the yard by the goods shed (top left).

Thameslink CrossRail
No updates concerning the GN section, other than to say it’s now less than 18 months until the new
timetable. From then the Peterborough line trains will be semi-fast to Horsham (12 cars), with
Cambridge to Brighton semi-fast (12 cars), Cambridge to Maidstone East stopping (8 cars) and a peak
stopping service from Welwyn to Sevenoaks (8 cars).
Teign Valley Line
In obtaining the cover picture of Heathfield I learned that Christow station, also on the route, has a
collection of standard gauge and narrow gauge artefacts. Although not a formal tourist attraction
(yet?) it can be visited by arrangement – see more at http://www.teignrail.co.uk/the-railway.php
The line is the subject of a push for re-opening to provide a relief route for Dawlish, campaigning for
which is being promoted by Colin Burges of that web site, among others, so if any of you pay a visit to
the area why not see if you can pop in? Any support will be welcome I am sure!

Alan Cooper
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued from No 10 –
 Oerlikon units: some progress!
I approached John Redrup of London Road
Models at the Aylesbury Show, and he
showed me the masters for the ‘gubbins’
that will go under the underframes. He’s
also produced some vacuum-formed roofs,
knows what he will include for the
underframes and trailer bogies, and is
working on the masters for the motor bogie.
He’s hopeful this will culminate in a late2018 release.
 PROJECT: A mini layout for testing.
With no further comment on this it is likely
to be dropped, however I shall give it until
the AGM in November for members to
consider whether to progress.
 You may be well aware that C&L has
changed hands.
We use C&L components
for Finchley, and if we need further supplies
(hopefully we are stocked up anyway) it
could be a couple of months before items
become available again.
 Of partial interest, I notice Perseverance
Kits has changed hands and they are now
supplying their original chassis kits and
various modelling parts – google
Perseverancekits.co.uk

 If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than
‘train set’, using code 75 track, and
Aylesbury (N scale) is using fine code 40.
For any layout we need to stock it with
appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles,
back-to-backs and couplings that will enable
the layout to operate smoothly. The OO
layouts use Sprat & Winkle couplings,
Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift
the presentation of any layout. Do you
have stock that is suitably prepared, or
maybe you need to bring stock in for advice
from other members?
 As noted in the introduction the Committee
has suggested we may begin to consider
what layout is built next. We must, of
course, progress Finchley and Aylesbury, so
this is regarded as a longer term idea and
therefore we will use the time to ensure the
project would be fully debated and planned
from the outset. The floor is open to
proposals, but it will aid enormously if it will
make use of the trestles and beams and is
not a large scheme!

·
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And Finally….

A conversation within the club suggested some of you are not even aware of the EBMRS web page
links. I mentioned in the introduction that a number of these are now out of date, and you may have
seen in the Committee Minutes that we are looking at what to do with them.
So whilst we may correct and adapt the page, I think there’s still an interesting range of web sites
here to aid research or just for pure nostalgia. Some are just plain obvious such as Hornby,
Bachmann and RMWeb and maybe they are so obvious we could remove them. However, there are
some gems – Disused Stations is a fantastic record. And 53a is one whose web address is now defunct,
but search for 53a on Flickr and there’s a great record of images, especially for the BR Blue era, but
steam too.
For steam you should look at Warwickshirerailways, a wonderful record.
We could add others – do you
know of sixbellsjunction? – a
record of railtours stretching
back decades, interesting as
a source of unusual workings.
Mike Morant on SmugMug has
a superb record of old images
on line. And we could share
others, if you know of
something useful but hitherto
hidden away.
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